UDT

ENDPOINT SOLUTIONS
MANY ORGANIZATIONS OFTEN FIND THEMSELVES SPENDING
TOO MUCH TIME, MONEY, AND EFFORT ON DEVICE SUPPORT.

Do you have an asset lifecycle
management strategy in place?
If your business isn’t device support, then you shouldn’t be spending too much time, effort, or money on device support
and management. Your organization’s assets, devices, and endpoints are crucial to its day-to-day operations, but
managing asset lifecycles is complicated, costly, and time-consuming.
UDT EndPoint Solutions give your organization independence from device management, free to focus on its core business
objectives. Our solutions are focused on some of the most significant challenges modern organizations face when it comes
to managing EndPoints:

SUSTAINABILITY

OPERATIONS

Gain total control over device lifecycles, updates,
support, and user satisfaction in a single
cost-effective service that helps you manage:
- Budgetary challenges
- Outdated refresh and support models
- End-user productivity and satisfaction
- Unrefined data and misinformed decisions

Accelerate time-to-value by enabling a structured
process for asset support and management and
successfully resolve:
- Asset inventory visibility
- Segmented support structure
- Time to market/value
- Resource limitations, bandwidth, and focus

SECURITY
Secure and monitor your entire fleet of IT assets at all times,
wherever they are, and create value that protects user, client,
and partner data. EndPoint Solutions help you enable:
- Endpoint protection strategy
- Asset application visibility
- Compliance management

Why Choose UDT?
We believe every path towards success is unique. Because our goal is to discover that path and execute the right strategy for
every client and partner, we believe in close, long-term business relationships where your success is crucial to our success.
As a technology firm, we are committed to finding the right balance of technology, innovation, and services needed to help
you become a modern, secure, and sustainable organization.
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